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In The Birth of the American Horror
Film, Gary D. Rhodes takes us on a
comprehensive tour of art forms that
intersect with the inception of horror
cinema. Writing from the stance of “New
Film History as defined by such scholars as
Thomas Elsaesser,” Rhodes further
introduces his study as an “[attempt] to understand films as being unique
artifacts that feature distinctive aesthetics and formal properties, and that also
bear similarities to earlier traditions in literary, theatrical, and visual cultures”
(10). Accordingly, Rhodes clearly lays out the scope and range of his topic in
his introduction, which is chockfull of information about related contexts for
horror film, such as gothic literature, theatre and film genres such as “witches”
and “demons.” Rhodes also discusses the technical innovations and advances
in cameras and projection at key moments in the history of film. He touches
on spirit photography, dime museums and Pepper’s Ghost, an illusion for the
stage that was created by a magic lantern and a reflective pane of glass. As
anyone who has read Rhodes’s study on Victor Halperin’s White Zombie
(McFarland 2006) or Bela Lugosi (BearManor 2018) has come to expect,
Rhodes’s characteristic strict attention to detail here is both illuminating and
informative.
Reading Rhodes is like following all the tributaries of a river. If we were
to take up all the directions he points us in via allusions to and citations of
other works, we would be reading for years—a testament to the breadth of
Rhodes’s research. When T.S. Elliot filled his poem The Waste Land with
innumerable references to history, art, and to current knowledge of the times
his poem referenced, he was making the point that we too easily let knowledge
slip through our fingers. The Birth of the American Horror Film is similar to
Elliot’s tactics in the sense that Rhodes includes references to countless films
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and to neglected art forms, such as published illustrations, as a way of
excavating an angle on film history that has been buried. These seemingly
obscure references, he suggests, should be part of our education and of our
engagement with the world. Rhodes is working to exhume little-known facts
that complete a fuller picture of the American horror film’s origin story.
Rhodes’s work is direct, cogent and packed with detail. He celebrates all kinds
of media by looking at diverse items such as illustrated song slides and
stagecraft. In his chapter entitled “Visual Culture,” he discusses paintings,
phantasmagoria shows, and photography, analyzing key examples of each
medium. These sections of his text are brief but packed with detail. For
example, in “Paintings,” he discusses how Washington Irving’s writings were
adapted into paintings by John Quidor, among them Devil and Tom Walker
(1856) and Headless Horseman Pursuing Ichabod Crane (1858), thus giving early
form to “horror-themed” art, since the horror genre did not exist in the early
period as we now know it.
Rhodes discusses the fact that terminology regarding horror has often
been an issue. He uses the term ‘horror-themed’ to refer to the broad range of
media he discusses, adding that these texts represent horror “to the extent that
they either tried to frighten or shock viewers, or that they invoked tropes
associated with prior horror-themed entertainment, like haunted houses or
ghosts, even if these tropes were sometimes used for comedic purposes” (10).
The distinction that Ann Radcliffe made between horror as something that
appeals to baser (i.e., more embodied) emotions, and terror as closer to the
ostensibly more sophisticated sublime is one that has affected the study of the
horror genre since its inception. Rhodes’s book engages with this binaristic
notion and numerous other similar misconceptions skillfully and with
precision. It is in this context that he looks at the discourse around the
definitive and founding of ‘opposing’ cinematic styles by the Lumière
Brothers, traditionally associated with nonfiction or actuality films that saw
cinema as a slice of the real, and Meliès, traditionally associated with the
fictional, illusionary and manipulative aspects of cinema as a “trick.” The fact
that the Lumières’ films were seen as just as marvelous a feat as those by
Meliès in their time works against a misconception that Rhodes’ work goes a
long way to correcting. Rhodes suggests that it is also important to highlight
the differences between the Lumières and Thomas Edison, who, unlike the
former, did not shoot on location. Rhodes thus suggests alternative ways of
considering how film history is often conveyed. For example, he refers to
French filmmaker Alice Guy-Blaché, possibly the first filmmaker in history to
make a narrative film, as ‘crucial’ to horror-themed film in the years 1913-
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1915, though Guy- Blaché’s name would hardly ring a bell today for fans or
scholars.
Rhodes’s text occasionally seems perhaps too focused on minutiae, such
as a detailed summary of illustrated song slides. And there is the occasional
tendency to list and describe several films which, while useful in service of
offering an extensive historical context can delay the main argument for
perhaps longer than necessary. Yet, these are hardly major criticisms since this
acute attention to detail is also part of the reason Rhodes’s text is so deftly
shaped into an engrossing survey of horror-themed media. In short, and again,
Rhodes’s scrupulousness ultimately benefits the patient reader. The impression
after reading his text is of someone whose research is wonderfully obsessive,
resulting in not only a meticulous survey of a historical upheaval in visual
media, but also in a bit of a character study of the painstaking researcher
himself—one committed to a rethinking a crucial moment in film history, and
the way we represent historical details. When Rhodes gets to film genres, the
latter are named for the monsters/concepts the films depict. Among the
genres to which chapters are devoted are “Supernatural Creatures,” “Mad
Scientists” and “Evolution and Devolution.” Parallel to his discussion of the
films and other media giving “birth” to American horror, Rhodes also refers
to important companies such as Esanay, and American Mutoscope and
Biograph, careful not to leave out production realities in the formation of early
horror cinema. In this way, Rhodes is always juggling multiple and diverse
facts about a film such as its genre, production and exhibition to give his
readers a broad scope.
The book is divided into three sections and fifteen chapters. Section I is
entitled “The Rise of Horror-Themed Cinema,” and has chapters on literature,
theatre, visual culture and moving pictures. Section II, “Film Genres,”
includes sections on devils, witches, ghosts, supernatural creatures,
death/murder/execution, evolution and devolution, other(s), the powers of
the mind, mad scientists, and American literature onscreen. Section III,
“Exhibition and Reception,” the shortest section of the book, focuses on
exhibition and reception.
The feat Rhodes performs in The Birth of the American Horror Film is in
weaving his thorough and wide-ranging research into a comprehensive study
suggesting that while the nascent American horror genre delved feverishly into
the depths of the supernatural, it is the non-supernatural that would take
precedence. This shift or imbalance may have something to do with that
important figure of American Gothic literature, Edgar Allan Poe, who
according to Rhodes opted “to explore non-supernatural horror” (11) and
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psychological and emotional extremes. As a rigorous historian, Rhodes
reminds the reader that “numbers cannot be ignored,” asserting that
“American horror onscreen has followed in the tradition of [Edison’s 1895
realist-spectacular] The Execution of Mary Queen of Scots, which featured one of
cinema’s first (trick) edits, far more than it has [the open supernaturalism of
Georges Méliès’s 1897] The Devil’s Laboratory” (8).
The Birth of the American Horror Film is a handsome book filled with
reproductions of film stills, photographs and illustrations. Rhodes’ work
triggers a cumulative effect of wide-ranging associations. One is left with a
comprehensive overview of numerous related topics in the service of a
measured thesis. I read with interest and pleasure, as Rhodes’s prose is
remarkably lucid, his reconsiderations important.
— Anne Golden
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